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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1
This paper reports on therapy with a young stroke survivor. In 1988, when he
was 28 years old and five years post-stroke, DF took part in a short period of trial
therapy using a modified, and restricted, version of Word Strategy. He is not, by any
stretch of the imagination, a "typical dysphasic". However, his experience and the
results of the trial may be relevant to others. His reactions to the outcome of the trial
will be reported elsewhere and this paper will focus on aspects relevant to the use of
Minspeak and a modified word Strategy application.

2. THE CLIENT
2.1
DF is young, male, intelligent, conscious of his appearance, of the impression
he makes and of the marked disparity between his expectations for social status and
life-style before and after his stroke. At school he had fooled around and been
content to excel at football until his final two years, when he studied hard and took an
interest in amateur dramatics and photography. He obtained good exam results;
wrote, directed and starred in school revues; was offered both a scholarship to study
for a degree in Mechanical Engineering and a career as a professional footballer.
He took a year off, working in a local Youth Club where he coached football and ran
courses on video and photography, then took up the scholarship.
2.2
In his final year at University, 1982/83, he was engaged to be married, but still
fooling around; playing football at a semi-professional level and being head hunted
by a second Division team. The University wanted him to stay on to do a PhD. in
robotics. He also suffered a right CVA and a left CVA, making full recovery within 48
hours in both cases. However, following a major left CVA in January 1983 he was
diagnosed as suffering from "foot-baller's migraine" and was left with a dense right
hemiplegia, mild limb dyspraxia, severe articulatory dyspraxia and mild-moderate
dysphasia.
2.3
He could not speak, read or write; could walk only very slowly and for very
short distances with a stick and a below-the-knee splint; his right arm was flaccid and
useless; left-hand function was impaired by dyspraxia. Although he accepted early
on that he would not play football again it was some time before he would agree to
being awarded a degree in aegrotat, anticipating that he could pick up his studies in
1984. He broke off his engagement almost immediately because of his physical
disabilities but it took about two years for him to accept that he might never speak
again.
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3. TIME PASSES
3.1
Over the three and a half years following his stroke DF received a variety of
forms of speech therapy, this variety and the total length of time in treatment at least
partly due to this being deemed an ideal candidate for students on practical
placement. By September 1986 he was living independently, walking well with a
below-the-knee splint, hiding his hemiplegia effectively and was a good
communicator using Amerind, mime, facial expression, gesture, drawings, some
limited writing, one handed finger spelling and vocal out-put, restricted to appropriate
use of "mmmm" (Yes) and "no"
3.2
He still had word-finding difficulties, a high level receptive dysphasia, no
reliable functional reading and severe spelling problems. His spelling and word
finding had improved measurably, but not to functional levels, following introduction
of finger spelling. He relied heavily on lip-reading and other cues to supplement the
auditory signal. He could not distinguish between minimal pairs or single phonemes
when denied the chance to lip-read and his memory for "seen and heard" single
phonemes was less than two seconds. While unable to process speech sounds
effectively enough for them to be committed to memory he was, by contrast, able to
help the forgetful listener by writing the page number of the Amerind sign he was
using (and unable to recognise or write relevant words).
3.3
Although his visual skills were excellent he could not apply them to written
language and rejected pictographic systems. His therapist (JE) succeeded in
improving reception for speech without lip reading and his memory span for
phonemes. Although these improvements were measurable clinically they did not
impact on functional ability and DF remained frustrated and depressed, primarily by
the inadequacies of his means of expression.
3.4
DF wanted to be able to communicate outside of a very narrow circle of
friends, family and therapists. He wanted to be able to communicate about a wider
range of topics and he wanted his communications to have greater specificity and
subtlety. His ultimate aim was to be able to take up a form of employment that he
found interesting, that did not seem demeaning in its futility, intellectual aridity and
low status and that provided rewarding social contact.
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4. HELLO MINSPEAK
4.1
In September 1986 DF was introduced to Bruce Baker, who was then
developing the Word Strategy package, and it was agreed that the enthusiastic DF
might be a candidate for a modified package on a 128 location TouchTalker (with
SmoothTalker by the time of the trial). A TouchTalker was purchased for DF but
nine months later there was still no therapy time available to implement the work
needed. DF still had the TouchTalker, which had been programmed with about 30
useful phrases and he regularly rehearsed these alone or with family members.
However, they did not make a significant difference to his communication and he
only used the aid "in public" to demonstrate to interested therapists or potential
volunteer helpers.

5. THE TRIAL
5.1
In December 1987 DF agreed to a trial period of intensive therapy which
provided material for a funding application for therapy time and fitted his own, very
specific, goal of improving functional communication for a skiing holiday in late
February 1988. The trial period of four weeks involved 20 hours of therapy and at
least 40 hours of preparation, write-up and programming. It resulted in DF being
able to "compose" simple declarative and interrogative sentences in highly structured
interactions although he was not so competent when attempting spontaneous
output. The gains were dramatic and/but DF became increasingly doubtful of his
ability to cope with the prospect of using the TouchTalker in "real life".
5.2

Clinical Considerations

From previous knowledge of DF it was clear that he would have great difficulty
coping with a "full blown" Word Strategy system. He had difficulty recognising single
words in natural or synthetic speech; the written form was even less accessible. He
had specific problems with pronouns, prepositions and function words, an impaired
concept of acceptable word order and of traditional grammatical categorisations
(such as "doing/action words", "naming words", "describing words", etc.) and could
not say whether the names for these categories were words or non-words.
5.3
It was hoped that a clear picture would be gained from data gathered when
DF was accepted as a subject in the standardisation of a new assessment tool called
the PALPA (Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia, Kay
J, Lesser R, & Coltheart M, in publication). Unfortunately, DF could not be included
until after the trial but the test results have now been provided, with a summary of
findings by Kay, as follows:
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a.

Semantic system: reasonably intact in auditory medium, difficulty accessing
semantic knowledge via the written medium. However, this difficulty does not
appear to stem from problems with letter identification, although DF does
have problems relating spoken letters to written letters.

b.

Syntax: auditory and written sentence comprehension difficulties identified
with:
i.
Reversible verbs (eg. followed, pulled, etc)
ii. Passive structures
iii. Gapped sentences (eg. The man's explaining what to eat)
iv. Spatial differences, particularly in a plural context (eg. in, between,
behind)

c.

Phonology: shows improvements since tested informally prior to therapy in
1986 (see 3.3 above)
v.

Same/different discrimination of both words and non-words, good.

vi.

Minimal pair discrimination (choose picture to match verbal stimulus),
unimpaired.

vii.

Minimal pair discrimination (choose written word to match verbal
stimulus), 27% errors.

viii. Phoneme segmentation: unable to segment words initially or finally,
which links with poor performance on spoken-written letter matching.
d.

Spelling: severely impaired.

e.

Auditory lexical decision: good, though not unimpaired since he accepts some
non-words as words

f.

Visual lexical decision: ditto.

g.

Auditory memory (pictures): poor (two pictures)

h.

Visual memory (symbolic): unimpaired

5.4
In functional terms DF's reading ability allows him to select programme names
for viewing on the television but he cannot make sense of even a short, simple
description of the contents. He can successfully manipulate the most complicated
"one armed bandit" but has to have the programming instructions for his videorecorder laid out as a pictorial flow-chart in order to learn them. Mathematical
calculations (tested but not summarised above) are good, perhaps better than
average, although not at the level of a student of mechanical engineering.
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6. SYNTAX USED
6.1
DF had already demonstrated, nine months earlier, that he could use multimeaning icons and icon sequences to code whole sentences, names of places,
family members, etc. The aim of the trial was to see if DF could work through staged
decomposition of simple sentences and relearn the ability to select components.
The syntactical structures available by the final therapy session are as follows.
6.2
The sentence structures introduced, rehearsed and prompted for selection
were:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

SVA
SVO
SV
SVOA
SVOAA
Aux S V A
Q
Q Aux S V
Q Aux S V A

6.3
A wide variety of phrase structures was used but only the following were
prompted for selection in sentence construction:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Subject:
Personal pronoun; Noun phrase
Verb:
Main verb; Auxiliary plus verb "to be" in questions
Adverbial:
Place, time
Object:
Personal pronoun; Noun phrase
Prepositions: (to, at, on top of, under, with)

6.4
Noun phrases were simple. The only premodifying determiner used was
"the". This was not available as a separate word but was automatically generated
with some place names (eg. "the pub", "The Sanderson Centre", "the Youth Club",
but, "my Flat", "Hunters Moor Hospital"). A limited number of adjectival phrases
were available in complete form ("Yes, that's right", "No, that's wrong”, “It is OK", "It
is different", "That is better", "That is worse").
6.5
Nouns were available only as singular, unmarked for possession but there
was a wider range of types: proper and common; concrete and abstract; no mass or
count nouns.
6.6
Noun phrase pronouns were provided as personal pronouns and possessives
but there were no reflexives, demonstratives, indefinites, or interrogative phrases.
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Relative pronouns were available as lexical items but were not used as such (eg,
"who" and "which" were used only as Question words).
6.7
Postmodification of the noun phrase was only by prepositional phrase (eg. at
home).
6.8
Verb phrases were relatively simple. The verbs used were "to be", "to go", "to
see", "to think", "to drink", "to ask", "to say", "to live", "to sleep", "to buy", and “to
apologise". The following tenses were available and were rehearsed (but not all for
every verb):
a.
b.
c.
d.

Present continuous: affirmative; interrogative.
Simple present; imperative/infinitive; affirmative (except 3rd person singular).
Simple past; affirmative interrogative.
Simple future: affirmative; interrogative.

6.9
Verb contrasts were not available or rehearsed for mood, voice or negation
(except "like/don't like")
6.10 Ideas for programming, overlay design and syntactic organisation were
adapted from materials kindly provided by Bruce Baker. These comprised a sample
overlay, vocabulary listing and MinWords disk. These recorded work completed at
that time with a high-functioning user in the USA and constituted a "prototype
WordStrategy". The disk contents were not downloaded but the overlay and listings
provided the starting point for work with DF.

7. VOCABULARY AND ICON SELECTION
7.1
Initial planning for vocabulary and icon selection followed the procedures
outlined in "Guidelines for customizing Minspeak Based Communication Systems in
a Cost Effective Manner" (Goossens' and Craine, 1987). However, the purpose of
the trial was not to develop a full "sentence output" system but:
a. to provide DF with some conversational ploys appropriate to meeting new
people on the skiing holiday (and thereby reinstate his lost confidence in the
TouchTalker as a useful complement to his other means of communication).
This aspect of the trial can be regarded as straightforward "communication
therapy".
b. to expand use of a relatively small number of icons from " sentence coding" to
"phrase coding" and "word coding". This aspect of the trial could be regarded
as "language therapy".
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c. Continous assessment. The introduction of the TouchTalker with speech
output, an icon system accessible to DF, an expressive lexicon, syntax and
the dialoguing technique for therapy combined to permit evaluation of DF's
expressive language potential. This potential is "masked" by severe verbal
dyspraxia and severe spelling problems. The word-finding problem might
possibly be ameliorated by the presence of strong visual cues, DF's visual
memory being one of his strong points. He could also have the opportunity
for repeated access to a functional vocabulary with selection of each item
triggering immediate auditory and visual feedback.
7.2
This stage therefore occupied relatively little time. However, the basic
principles were invaluable in providing organisation and logic and were applied
whenever new icons or vocabulary items were required.
7.3
Baker's overlay, the structure of WordStrategy and control of the TouchTalker
itself require selection of some keys traditionally labelled with text. These were
unintelligible to DF, who has severe problems with low imageability and low
frequency-of-occurrence words. These were re-labelled with icons. The icons for
tense markers (past, present, future) and the possessive were stylised Amerind
signs. The use of these assisted considerably in convincing DF that signing "tense"
and "possession” helped to reduce ambiguity.
7.4
All "content", as opposed to "function and syntax" icons were taken from the
standard Minsymbol set although the positions of some are different from both the
PRC customised overlay and the WordStrategy overlays (prototype and published
versions). Copies of the overlay, icon identification and vocabulary listings are
appended.

8. COMMUNICATION THERAPY: VOCABULARY AND ICONS
8.1
The vocabulary chosen for its immediate utility or in connection with the skiing
holiday was as follows:
a. One shots:
ICON

MESSAGE

[CHAIR]

"I need to lie down. I think I'm going to have a fit".

[POLICEMAN]

"Slow down! You're going to quickly".

[DRINK]

"I fancy a drink".

[ON]

"I'm going on a skiing holiday"

[NAME]

“My name is D...F..."

[YES]

"Yes. That's right".
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[NO]

"No. That's wrong".

[OK]

"It is OK".

b.

"Big Questions":

ICON

ie. the out-put is a lot of words and the initial icon is the
big question mark.

ICON

[?

+

[?

?

MESSAGE
]

"I want to ask you something"

+ HEAR

]

"Come again?" (ie. Please repeat).

[?

+ NAME

]

"What's your name?"

[?

+ MAP

]

"Where do you come from?

[?

+ HOME

]

"Where do you live?"

[?

+ DRINK

]

"What would you like to drink?

[?

+ OK

]

"Is it OK?"

[?

+ MONEY ]

"How much does that cost?

c. S V A Statements
ICON

ICON

MESSAGE

[ HOME

+

POLICEMAN ]

"I want to ask you something"

[ DF

+

MAP

"I come from Newcastle"

]

d. S V O Statements
ICON

ICON

MESSAGE

[ LOVE

+

YES

]

"I like that"

[ LOVE

+

NO

]

"I don’t like that"

[ DF

+

DRINK ]

"{I would like} a pint of lager please.”

e. S V C Statements
ICON

ICON

MESSAGE

[ SCALES +

YES

]

"That is better"

[ SCALES +

NO

]

"That is worse"
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9. LANGUAGE THERAPY: VOCABULARY, ICONS AND SELECTION
STRATEGIES
9.1
The vocabulary, icons and selection strategies used for "language therapy"
were introduced and systematically modified in a series of stages. There is some
overlap with vocabulary and icons noted above and this was intentional. It will also
be obvious that DF's interests, communication environments and goals were taken
into account and exploited. No hypothesis was formed as to the linguistic or
cognitive "status" of individual icons in relation to:
a. the sequences of icons they occurred within,
b. the motor selection patterns chosen by and for DF
c. their placement on the selection display
9.2
In terms of cognitive representation, any hypothesis should include reference
to the "position" of icons relative to the semantic system and speech output lexicon.
For a client whose dysphasia has been analysed linguistically (see Lesser, R. 1978.
Linguistic investigations of aphasia: Studies in language disability and remediation 4.
Pub. Arnold) it should be possible to postulate the relative accessibility of icons,
depending on whether they are primarily "semantic" or "syntactic" and their relative
accessibility as members of sub-sets of these categories and other influences
operating.
“. . . there are a number of influences on retrieval of word meaning in
aphasia . . . differences in ease of retrieval amongst semantic categories
can be at least partially accounted for by these influences rather than by
selective damage to certain categories. Prominent amongst these influences
are frequency of use of the word and/or its referent, picturability, operativity,
concreteness and, in relation to the immediate context of the specific task, the
clarity of the perceptual input, the number of sensory media through which the
referent is experienced, the emotional content and the carry-over of
motivational effects of previous tasks. . . In addition there is [the] major
influence of . . . the linguistic context in which word retrieval is attempted.”
Lesser, 1978 (q.v. above, p119-120)
9.3
Comparison would be particulary interesting if the client is, unlike DF, able to
produce speech and writing. Comparisons between speech, writing and MinSpeakaided expression could then be made.
9.4
Suffice it to say however that certain associative patterns, both semantic and
syntactic are being promoted. Where these relate to syntax (see also section 6
above) a traditional grammatical model has been used (Crystal D, Fletcher P, &
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Garman M, 1976. The grammatical analysis of language disability: Studies in
language disability and remediation 1”. Pub. Arnold). It may transpire that a more
appropriate approach would be to adopt a MinTax system, as developed by Tony
Jones (Jones, T & Andrews, A, 1988. Icon selection: the medium is the message.
In, Proceedings of the 3rd Annual Minspeak Conference, p 17-35. Pub. PRC in
USA, Liberator in UK). This issue relates to the problem of the psychological reality
of syntax and semantics as distinct grammatical classifications and their interaction
in the creation of meaning.
9.5
Many of the icons and icon sequences employed in the trial will be familiar in
that their usage is the same or similar in other documented cases. Perhaps it should
be noted that the Minsymbol set supplied with the TouchTalker met most needs and
that most of these icons seem to have similar associations for users in the USA and
the UK.
9.6
In DF's case it is of interest that he found one of the most concrete, picturable
referents, [HOME] used as the initial categorising icon for "places that are buildings",
much more difficult to remember than:
a. [HOME] used to represent "home" in:
[QUESTION + HOME]

= “Where do you live?”

[HOME + COMPUTER]

= "My flat"

[HOME + POLICEMAN]

= “I live in a flat"

b. [HOME] used as "place" in:
[QU WORD + HOME]

= in "where?"

c. more abstract ideas such as the tense-marker icons used with verbs and
"time icons", [DAY], [NIGHT], [WEEK] etc.
9.7
Research into the development of a computer-based icon system for adults
with dysphasia, C-VIC, suggests that icons picturing and identified as category
members are difficult for dysphasic to use as whole-category referents (Steele et al.
Palo Alto VA Hospital, papers presented at ASHA and RESNA conferences 1986
onwards). This is one possible explanation for variations in DF's performance.
Others could take into account the influences on word retrieval quoted by Lesser
(see 9.2 above) in relation to the icon set and referents used with DF. This is one of
the issues to be addressed by a research project at the University of Newcastle upon
Tyne, funded by the Chest, Heart and Stroke Association.
9.8
A variety of different selection strategies were adopted in the trial with DF.
The following examples are illustrated and the full range has yet to be documented:
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a. icon sequence follows word order generated (as for some communication
vocabulary items listed above)
b. motor patterns for selection of an item mimic non-verbal, kinetic behaviour
appropriate for particular uses of the word generated.
eg. (i) To select the infinitives of verbs the surface similarity to imperatives
was exploited. The latter were introduced by the therapist as verbal
commands reinforced by gesture: first, poking the index finger twice
towards the listener, then poking the table twice. The icon sequence used,
a double hit on a single icon, was then introduced. This was received by
DF as obvious and logical and was easy to cue if he did forget. Verbal
cues were along the lines of, "You're TELLING me to DO something", if
necessary reinforced by gesture timed with the stressed words.
(ii) Pronoun icons were grouped together on the overlay and were:
[DF]; ["you" icon]; [MAN]; [WOMAN] and [IT]. The double hit strategy was
adopted for the following pronouns:
I; you (subject, singular); he; she; it. The verbal cue, reinforced by the
same pointing gesture described above, was, "I DID it!", "YOU DID it!", etc.
(The role of these referents to the "doers" of specific actions was made
more explicit later, when they were contrasted with pronouns as "objects of
the action" in S V O sentences see c. (ii) below).
(iii) Production of the pronoun "they" reflected the fact that "they"
covers groups whose members may be male, female, neither or mixed.
The "pointing" included the three possible component classes in the icon
sequence [MAN + WOMAN + IT].
c. cued icon sequences, ie. the icon sequence "answers a question”.
eg. (i) It was decided that common nouns would be stored as "icon
names". The question cue, "What is it?” is answered by selection of the icon
sequence [IT + icon]. In the early stages, then later as required, the question
cue was followed by the answer cue, "IT is a ..."
(ii) The following personal pronouns were introduced explicitly as the
"objects of the action" in S V O clauses; Me; You; (object, singular); him; her;
them. The question cues were more specific since they referred to subjects
and actions already identified and selected. For example, with the target
"her", the question cue might be, "he saw somebody. Who was it? It was . . .
"; the answer cue, "IT was HER", would also be used, if needed, to prompt
selection of [IT + WOMAN]. All the singular pronouns were produced by [IT +
pronoun icon] and the plural, "them" by reversing the sequence for "they”,
viz. [IT + WOMAN + MAN] = "them".
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10.

LANGUAGE THERAPY

10.1 This was approached systematically with, in most cases, only one variation in
sentence structure or content being introduced at each stage. Variation in icon
sequence followed, as far as possible, the rule that in the introduction of new sets of
2-icon or 3-icon sequences icon-1 would be constant and icon-2 would vary. (This
followed the general rule applying to Amerind sign production, which DF was familiar
with, where a general idea is signed first and further signs narrow down the field.
However, this approach could imply working first within and then between different
semantic fields. For different clients this would be more or less appropriate for
particular semantic fields depending on the nature of the disturbance of the semantic
system).
10.2 There were exceptions to this rule however; introduction of a pronoun set
being one and verb tenses another. In the 2-icon sequences for verbs, icon-1 is the
tense marker and variation of tense markers was introduced for a single verb before
other verbs were coded. This suited the therapist's aim of forcing selection (see 11.6
below) and, luckily, DF initially expressed a preference for the tense marker to
precede the icon for the main verb.
10.3 Therapy strategies included drills for imitation practice and selection to
dictation; “question and answer" of a more spontaneous sort, as well as the cueing
strategies described in 9.8 above; dialogue construction and rehearsal; introduction
of new icons and vocabulary items through discussion, free choice, restricted choice
and imposition, either reinforced by explanation or, in the case of "surprise
discovery" (see 10.5 below) by discussion the following session. If any selection
was marred by hesitancy or error then it was "drilled" by DF being requested to
produce the correct selection three times in succession. If selection remained flawed
then this procedure was repeated at intervals during the session until it was
mastered or had improved significantly. The only sequences causing persistent
problems were the 2-icon sequences for place names (see 9.6 above).
10.4 The "triple rehearsal" strategy mentioned above was carried over from
previous Amerind therapy with DF. (See Skelly, M. 1979. Amerind Gestural Code:
Based on Universal American Indian Hand Talk). It proved just as effective when
introducing new icon sequences and in improving selection performance (this applies
to other clients as well as DF). DF was so familiar with this strategy that he often
initiated it himself if a selection was identified as flawed, either by the therapist or
himself.
10.5 Each therapy session, of two to three hours, involved movement through at
least one new stage. Many stages include reinforcement of previous stages and/or
promote generalisation by the re-introduction of vocabulary and icons in a different
context. Additional vocabulary items appropriate to a particular stage were usually
introduced by programming them at the end of the session, allowing DF to "discover"
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them when he rehearsed dialogues at home between sessions. (Dialogues were
represented as icon flow-charts).
10.6 The stages of decomposition of sentences, introduction of additional
vocabulary and rehearsed composition of sentences involved very small changes
being made at each stage. To illustrate, the following are some of the stages of
therapy, concerned mainly with work on S V A sentence structure: (See also
Appendix 2)
*STAGE 1*
Introduction of S V A structure in a single, 3-icon sequence:
[SL NOW + GO + DRINK] = "I am going to the pub"
Icons:

[SL icons] are "syntax label" icons. (Weinberg W, Stump R, & Baker B.
1987) The icons represent: [tense marker + verb + place specifier].

Speech:

S V A structure.

Grammatically, this can be broken down into:
pronoun (1 sing.) + pres. contin. verb. + prep. + det'r + noun.

*STAGE 2*
Introduction and rehearsal of past perfect and furture perfect tenses as alternative
forms of a. above.
Icons:

Rehearsal of 3-icon sequence with two alternatives for initial position
now available:

ie.

[SL PAST]

Speech:

As above but "went" and "will go" verbs forms added.

and

[SL FUTURE]

*STAGE-3*
Introduction and rehearsal of a variety of places as isolated vocabulary items;
eg.
[HOME
+
DRINK]
= "the pub"
[HOME
+
PEOPLE]
= "the Youth Club"
[HOME
+
COMPUTER]
= "my flat"
[HOME
+
CHAIR]
= "the Sanderson Centre"
[HOME
+
ON]
= "the Sanderson Centre" skiing
Icons:

Introduction of 2-icon sequences; icon-1 is constant, icon-2 varies.

Speech:

Noun phrase; premodifying determiner ("the" or possessive pronoun,
1st person singular, "my") + singular common or proper noun).
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*STAGE 4*
S V A broken down into S V (prep) + A with verb tense being the only varying
feature. The preposition "to" has been detached from the adverbial phrase and
appended to the verb phrase. (This was anticipated in Stage 3's coding of place
names.)
ie.

[SL NOW + GO]

[HOME + DRINK]

= "I am going to . . . the pub"

[SL FUTURE + GO] [HOME + DRINK]

= "I will go to . . . the pub"

[ SL + PAST + GO] [HOME + DRINK]

= "I went to . . . the pub"

Icons:

Introduction of selection of two 2-icon sequences to produce target
utterance.
[SL TENSE + GO] [HOME + SPACE SPECIFIER]

Speech:

as for Stage 2 above but current tense must be selected in first
sequence while the second sequence is constant.

*STAGE 5*
S V(prep) + A repeated. This time the verb tense is constant and the adverbial
varies. Each tense was rehearsed separately with the range of adverbials available.
Icons:

Reinforcement of Stage 3 and 4.

Speech:

As for stage 2 above but correct tense in [sequence 1] is cued by the
structure of the task and the correct adverbial must be selected in
[sequence 2].

eg.

[SL NOW + GO] [HOME + HOME]

= "I am going to ...my mum's house"

[SL PAST + GO] [HOME + DRINK]

= "I went to..the pub"

*STAGE 6*
S V (prep) + A repeated. A range of alternative sentence subjects, (personal
pronouns, singular), was introduced. V (prep) + A was the familiar “I want to go to
the pub". Variation of tenses, as for Stage 5
eg.

[DF + SL PAST + GO]

[HOME + DRINK]

= "I went to . . . the pub"

[MAN + SL PAST + GO]

[HOME + DRINK]

= "He went to . . .the pub"
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Icons:

The pronoun icons are located on the far left of the array, following the
principle employed in arrays following the Filzgerald key and for the
same reasons. 3-icon sequences are re-introduced, as sequence-1 of a
2-sequence structure;
icon-1 (pronoun, new category) varies within each practice set and icon2 (tense marker, familiar category, varies between practice sets.
Variation of icon-2 (tense marker) reinforces previous stages. The icons
introduced for pronouns were; MinSymbols [MAN] and [WOMAN] for
“he” and "she"; personalised icons for "I" (DF's nickname), “you” (picture
of stick man holding a TouchTalker, representing DF, pointing at another
stick man) and "it" (amoeba-like, grimacing blob). DF seemed to have
"pronoun deafness" as opposed to "pronoun confusion" and much use
has been made of gesture and extended mime to drive these meanings
and distinctions home.

Speech:

S V A repeated. The pronoun subject continues to be produced as the
first word of the familiar S V (prep) utterance. At this stage DF was
unable to derive the meaning of the words "I" "you" "he" "she" or "it"
produced in isolation in natural or synthetic speech and unreliable in
distinguishing them in connected speech in these or other utterances.

*STAGE 7*
S V (prep) + A repeated. As for Stage 6 but re-introduction of Stage 3 "place
names" as alternative targets for the adverbial phrase produced by icon sequence-2.
Icons:

Reinforcement and generalisation of familiar icons. 2-sequence
structure, [3-icon] [2-icon].

Speech:

S V A repeated.

*STAGE 8*
Questions words "Where?" and "When?" introduced.
Reinforcement of Stage 7 affirmative statements and of isolation place names as
appropriate "short form" answers to the follow-up question, "Where?"
[QU WORD + HOME]
[QU WORD + CLOCK]
Icons:

= "Where?"
= "When?"

2-icon sequence. Icon-1 represents someone being interrogated, having
lots of little questions thrown at them.
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Speech:

DF's understanding of single words in isolation was still a problem.
However, he was cued to detect mis-matches between his question output and the therapist response by comparing the icons he had selected
for questions with those used in response. Although he remained
unreliable in de-coding single word questions he did improve in his ability
to detect whether the verbal response produced by the therapist (in
natural or synthesised speech) was appropriate.

*STAGE 9*
“Time Words" introduced. These 2-icon sequences re-introduced the familiar tense
marker icons for icon-1 and introduced a new set of “time icons" for day, night, week,
month and year. Dialogues and "question-and-answer" routines used for Stage 8
were re-used.
eg.

[SL NOW + DAY]

= "Today"

[SL NOW + MONTH]
[SL PAST + DAY]

= "This month"
= "Yesterday"

[SL PAST + WEEK]

= "Last week"

[SL FUTURE + NIGHT]

= "Tomorrow night"

[SL FUTURE + YEAR]

= "Next year"

Icons:

Single 2-icon sequences.

Speech:

Isolated noun phrases. The problems noted in Stage 8 still apply and
the "question and answer" strategy was continued with DF now able to
supply answers to "When?" as well as produce the question himself.

*STAGE 10*
S V A broken down into S + V (prep) + A. The pronoun icons introduced in Stage 6
are detached from the verb icons and each pronoun is produced by a double-hit on
the appropriate icon.
eg.

Icons:

[MAN + MAN] [PAST + GO] [HOME + DRINK]
He . . .
went to . . . the pub"
No new icons. The 2-icon sequence previously producing S V (prep)
now produces V (prep) only. There are similarities in structure and
meaning between this set and that of the "time word" icon sequences
introduced in the previous stage and this helped to ease the transition.
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The selection strategy described in 9.8 b (ii) above was employed in
teaching the new pronouns codes. To try to preserve the correct
ordering of the three icon-sequences DF was encouraged to think first
who he was talking about, next what they were doing (going
somewhere) and lastly, where they were going.
Speech:

S V A. DF was still unable to understand pronouns produced verbally
in isolation and unreliable when they were heard in connected speech.
He was usually able to monitor the speech out-put and detect when a
sequence was misordered and improved in ability to utilise the left-toright cueing of the array and the "thinking it through" strategy described
above.

*SUMMARY OF SOME FURTHER STAGES*
•

The verbs "to see" and "to think" were introduced and rehearsed with tense
markers. The past perfect forms were introduced first then present perfect
tense and future perfect. The rationale for this is that there is less cognitive
load in recalling and recounting than in predicting and imagining; use of the
present tense is more appropriate for picture description and DF's restricted
vocabulary at this stage was more appropriate to conversation about real
events in his own life. DF also found it easier to use the pronoun "I" than the
others available.
eg. [SL NOW + SEE]
[SL PAST + THINK]

= "I see . . . "
= “I thought . . . “

•

Icon names used with the verb "to see" and "to think" in the introduction of
S V O structure.

•

A possessive marker and possessive pronoun introduced. Used with icon
names.

•

Pronouns as "objects of the action" introduced (see 9.8.c(ii) above).

•

Names of family members introduced, for use first as subject in the more
familiar S V A structure, then subject in S V O and finally object in S V O.

•

Question words "Who?" "What?" and "Why?" introduced.

•

Preposition "to" detached from verb phrase.

•

Prepositions "on", "at" and "in" added, giving a set of 2-icon sequences and
S V A broken down into:
S + V + prep + NP
--------------A
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11.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT

11.1 One of the interesting aspects of the trial, hinted at in 9.3 above, was the fact
that additional information about DF's communication and language was revealed.
(Other therapists have made similar comments about "WordStrategy therapy" with
adults who have learning difficulties or language disorders). The form and content of
assessment depend in the preoccupations and influence of the client, therapist and
other interested parties and the demands imposed by time, environment, funding
bodies and service managers. However, some legitimate lines of inquiry might
involve:
a.

Recording and analysis of additional information about the client's language
(receptive and expressive) communication. Data can be gathered from
informal observation and performance in structured therapy tasks.
Performance on standardised tests can be compared when learned
MinSymbol sequences are presented as stimulus items alongside verbal,
gestured or written cues and if synthetic speech out-put is allowed as a
response in testing expressive abilities.

b.

Recording and analysis of the client's ability to utilise non-linguistic
strategies (see 9.8 above) to access codes for language output.

c.

Recording and analysis the client's icon associations and ability to
manipulate different icons.

d.

Recording and analysis of changes in the above, eg. if a word is made
available, coded, rehearsed and becomes retrievable according to one
function, whether other functions need their own codes and/or rehearsal
before they too are accessible. The conditions for successful
generalisation; specifics and patterns of multiple coding; selection
strategies; rehearsal routines; access opportunities; errors, ambiguity and
ingenuity in expression might provide insight into residual, recovering or
rehabilitated "underlying language competence" (see Allen, JPB & Buren, P
van. 1971. "Chomsky; Selected Readings" Pub. Oxford Univ. Press p.
149-152).

11.2 The issues of whether performance, competence as defined by Chomsky, or
a number of competencies are impaired in dysphasia is addressed by Lesser (see
9.2 above). This is a particularly difficult approach to assessment since
interpretation of data gathered from work with a dysphasic client is rarely informed by
detailed knowledge of performance pre-trauma. In the case of data gathered from
"WordStrategy therapy" there is in addition little information on the performance of
high-functioning, cognitively intact adults to form the basis for any comparison.
Application of Tony Jones’s “Mintax” system (see 9.4 above) provides another
potential source of data for comparison.
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11.3 In DF's case the use of dialogues, as a means of eliciting messages for
encoding and in rehearsed access, revealed that he had problems decoding
utterances when key content words were highly emotive. For example, utterances
which included “cigarette(s)” received an immediate "thumbs up" sign while
"Margaret Thatcher” merited the reverse. Using verbal stimuli and DF’s gestured
responses it had previously proved impossible to convince him that greater attention
to content might be required.
11.4 A variety of appropriate stimulus utterances were therefore programmed in
the TouchTalker and selected by the therapist. DF was asked to respond by
selecting the "thumbs-up" [YES] icon, saying ‘Yes. That's right!” or the "thumbsdown" [NO] icon, saying "No. That's wrong". His responses were noted and then in
a " role-reversed action replay" DF provided the stimuli sentences and the therapist
provided responses, with DF listening intently to both parts. DF realised that for
accurate comprehension he needed to listen more attentively and curb his
immediate inclination to " respond with his gut reaction" to a key word. This provided
sufficient explanation to him of the comprehensible disputes he sometimes found
himself engaged in when "chatting" with friends . He does now listen more
attentively and requests “repeats” if at all dubious that he has caught the drift and
intent of the speaker.
11.5 In the example quoted above it seems that DF's performance was impaired.
This regularly caused him problems outside of therapy, which he ascribed as much
to the unpredictability and obtuseness of his friends as to his own difficulties. The
opportunity to produce contrasting but superficially similar stimulus utterances
himself and hear his own responses "played back" seemed to trigger insight into the
existence and nature of the problem.
11.6 A similar example is provided by the use of tense markers. Despite his ability
to select and execute them successfully, DF rejected the use of "tense markers” in
Amerind as a meaningless whim of speech therapists. Using the TouchTalker DF
found he was forced to select tense-marker icons before verb icons in order to
prompt speech output. He objected to this at first but, on hearing that the machine
produced different sounds when he selected tense-markers randomly, then became
interested in the effect. In this case he did not need any structured rehearsal to
realise that tense-markers were useful in reducing ambiguity, apologised for his
previous opinion of speech therapists as pedantic bores and twits and now included
"tense markers" in gesture as a matter of course. (From the above it will be
appreciated how effective DF's mime can be in context.)
11.7 These examples illustrates the value of enabling access to speech out-put in
order to provide the non-speaking client with auditory feedback. In this case the
client seemed nearly at the threshold of pre-trauma levels of language performance,
for speech reception requiring feedback; these being denied him by:
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a.
b.

12.

the habits and incomplete insight developed during recovery
his severe articulatory dyspraxia

CONCLUSION

12.1 This is an incomplete account of a short but intensive period of trial therapy
with one unlikely dysphasic adult. The trial was successful in that gains in functional
communication were made (see 11.4 and 11.6 above) and DF demonstrated that he
could manipulate lexical items to produce appropriate, grammatical sentences in a
highly structured therapy task. That this frightened and distressed him was
unforeseen and is an eventuality that is maybe specific to DF, perhaps analogous to
the threat fluency presents to some long-term stammers or maybe represents the
challenge of coming to terms with an acquired disability. These possibilities will be
taken into account by the therapist in further work planned with adults with severe
articulatory dyspraxia and/or dysarthria complicated by dysphasia following CVA.
The trial showed tht there are benefits to be gained from this form of therapy even if
there are also, in some cases, certain risks to be avoided or tackled.
Liz Panton MRCSLT
Address at time of publication:
Communication Aid Centre
The Dene Centre, Castles Farm Road, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 1PH
Current contact details (July 2009): email: liz@panton.me.uk
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POST SCRIPT 1
The paper presented describes decisions made and actions taken during the period
of trial therapy. The most important mistakes I made did not interfere with the trial
but they would certainly have become apparent if the trial had continued. These
mistakes were primarily due to my failure to follow a decision through to its logical
conclusion; modification of the overlay and introduction of additional icons would
have been required for their resolution. This might well have caused confusion and
interfered with, or unnecessarily prolonged, the learning period.
One striking example is the way that plural pronouns were formed. I would not
recommend that anyone follow the pattern described in the paper, unless it is for
some reason appropriate as an intermediate stage. An alternative method of coding
pronouns has been devised; this alters the way pluralisation is achieved and also
affects some "pronoun as object" codes. This method is to be trialled in the near
future and I hope I am not merely substituting another mistake. The results of these
trials will be reported in Deliberations if they are available before the next
conference.
Liz Panton
19th October 1989

POST SCRIPT 2
There are several references in the text to further work and publications that were
planned by the author at the time of this presentation. To prevent any fruitless
search for further information, please note that these did not take place. This was
due to the author developing severe and chronic Repetitive Strain Injury (Work
related Upper Limb Disorder) in 1990, which prevented any further programming or
physical manipulation of communication aids for many years.
This did however provide invaluable insights in terms of first-hand experience of
disability (primary frustrations being bad attitudes and bad architecture), impact of
pain on performance, and experience using a variety of assistive devices and
alternative computer-access techniques, eg. mechanical head-pointers, predictivetext typing and single-switch scanning by toe-control of the space-bar (EZkeys with
Scanning WSKY), various scan modes, and speech-input systems (Dragon Dictate
and Dragon Naturally Speaking).
Liz Panton
July 2009
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APPENDIX 1
Example Dialogues
Dialogues were used consistently throughout therapy. Some were used only once,
some were used repeatedly and others were continually modified. In the main,
modifications involved the provision of an alternative direction to the dialogue as
additional vocabulary became available. Most dialogues would include familiar and
unfamiliar sequences and icons. Before rehearsing the dialogue DF would search
the chart for sequences and icons that were familiar and was usually successful in
identifying these.
Some dialogues included "fillers", ie. sequences that were unfamiliar and were not
being targetted for rehearsal at that stage. These were pointed out to DF and he
was encouraged to concentrate on rehearsal of target sequences rather than fillers.
He usually requested an explanation of the rationales behind fillers and understood
that he needed to pay attention to the speech they generated, as they often provided
the context for target utterances or the lead-in to a punch line.
The need for additional vocabulary would sometimes be highlighted for DF by
addition of a "supplementary question" to a dialogue, which DF would be able to
answer, in a general rather than specific way, using Amerind and/or drawing.
Homework always consisted of dialogues rather than sequence drills and these
dialogues often introduced vocabulary to be used in the next session. At least one
homework dialogue always included something rude or cheeky; this might be the
out-put of a single sequence, a "double entendre" or the story-line of the dialogue.
This proved a great motivator.
Dialogues were always presented as flow-charts, as illustrated by the format of
Example 1, although the icons were hand-drawn. This format highlights turn-taking
within the dialogue. The first turn, and subsequent turns, show the speaker moving
into the "middle ground", ie. as approaching the other speaker. The columns to the
right and left of the middle ground are the "rest positions" for each speaker
respectively, which they occupy when responding.
DF found this format very helpful as he initially had difficulty discriminating turns in
the dialogue, could not identify speaker roles and consequently had problems
understanding the conversations used; to DF there appeared to be occasional lucid
exchanges punctuated by disconnected utterances. The flow-chart format helped
considerably in this respect. Dialogue rehearsals always involved "role swapping" in
order that DF could rehearse all sequences and both speaker roles.
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The examples which follow illustrate three different types of conversation with
different speaker roles and interchange of roles. Although examples 2 and 3 are not
shown here as "flow charts" they were presented in that format during therapy.
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Example Dialogue 1: Polite “ice-breaking”
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Example Dialogue 2: Bickering and muddle
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Example Dialogue 3: Macho gossip
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APPENDIX 2
Section 10 describes the initial stages of therapy. This appendix illustrates each
stage with examples of relevant icon sequences. The sequences are annotated
with:
1.

Icon labels, eg. [SL NOW + GO]
(Key: SL = Syntax Label).

2.

Icon functions, eg. [TENSE MARKER + ACTION]
Icon labels and icon-functions do not necessarily show such close
correspondence, eg. the sentence [SL PAST + IDEA]
illustrates icon functions [TENSE MARKER + ACTION]; in this case the
action is, “to think”.

3.

A summary of which sequences and icons are constant and which ones vary.
Where appropriate, a note indicates which sequences and icons vary
between, rather than within, rehearsal sets for that Stage

For more complete interpretations of Stages 1 to 10 it is helpful to refer back to
Section 10.
The summary examples of further Stages, leading up to S + V + prep + NP
--------A
are not illustrated. Those Stages are more numerous and include reintroduction and
subsequent modification of previous Stages.
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